It is with humble apologies that we must reveal that
several TRF RockStar nominations were received at
trfwtf@yahoo.com too late to be included in the last issue
of 2010. We would like to take the opportunity to present
them now. These receive honorary mentions:

Beware of the blinding
reflection of sun from
the pasty white skin of
your own rotundity!

On April 13th of this year, TRF dropped an upbeat press
release detailing a 3 year partnership to promote both the
faire and Magnolia in some kind of fuzzy love-fest-sounding
arrangement. Last weekend, TRF was invited to participate
in a “Stroll Through the Renaissance Festival” (this is
Texas, so shouldn’t it have been a “Mosey”?). Anyway, this
new coziness strikes us as rather odd, because the last
time we checked, many folks in Magnolia didn’t act exactly
thrilled with TRF. The cops there hand out copious tickets
for burned-out tag lights, bogus improper lane changes and
driving .01 mph over the speed limit, among other minor
infractions.
So here is our question: If Magnolia is suddenly all mushy in
love with the faire and its participants, is local law
enforcement going to stop deliberately targeting faire
people? If they do, we will really feel the love.

Received:
“I would like to nominate Peter Pan (Wes) as the rock star
of the year!! Not only does he keep patrons entertained by
his skimpy costume, he is also a great worker for Ashley
Nostalgia. He is one of the Jesters who run around and
entertain the patrons who never want to smile. It's a hard
job getting yelled at by patrons and participants alike,
while just doing what you're told to. We get a lot of shit,
but if you ever want a picture, we're actually really nice
and hard workers. It's tough work.”
Received:
“First I wanted to thank you for including vendors in your
2010 TRF Rock Star Award nominating process. Having
gone from cast to vending, I feel that we are totally out of
any sort of limelight, no matter how hard we work at
producing a good show for ourselves and for the festival as
a whole. There are a lot of really fantastic vendors out
there that really do everything they can to promote the
festival, both on and off season and I’m thrilled to know
them. (
)
With that in mind, I’d like to nominate Rhonni DuBose of
the Queen’s Pantry. She works tirelessly to produce
outstanding food at an affordable price. And thank GOD
she produces the best coffee on site. It’s kept me from
killing a lot of people. She also cross promotes all year
round for TRF and works closely with other vendors, like
myself, to include them in any form of social media that we
can all use to promote TRF and our businesses. She is an
absolute doll and I cannot say enough good things about
her and her business.”
(

Have you noticed it hasn’t rained much since about this
time last year? Well it hasn’t and the great outdoors is as
dry as King George’s occasional attempts at humor. All that
lack of moisture has turned Texas into the biggest source
of firewood in history. Unfortunately, that has resulted in
the inevitable fires. As we mentioned in the preview edition
last week, a lot of people are suffering and some have lost
everything. TRF, along with a bunch of folks in Toon Town
have been absolute champs when it comes to supporting the
local community and emergency response crews. Huzzah to
these folks!
Now it is your turn. Go find somebody that has been
affected by these fires and offer them your support. That
can be moral, material or financial. Pick one.
From champs to chimps (how is that for a clever segue?)...
Apparently there are some no-shit MONKEYS running
around the neighborhood as a result of the recent tricounty fire. If you see one (and after you have confirmed it
is not a simian-endowed participant), do not approach. Call
TRF management or security. They are experienced in
dealing with a bunch of monkeys.

)

Thanks to all for participating. Remember, we will have all
new RockStar awards for 2011, so keep an eye out for any
outstanding people you meet at TRF this year!

A fire at Scarborough Faire took the life of groundskeeper Will Ross on Aug 22. You may remember Will was
one of the “Pickle Guys”. We have lost some friends this
year. They will be missed, but remembered. Please keep
them and their friends in your thoughts.
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